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1. ·AB.STRAcr 

A diffusion cell of the "shearing type" was used to diminish 

the effect of convection which is always present when two liquid phases 

are brought into contact with each other in a diffusion cell. Also a 

special optical arrangement was used to photograph the refractive index 

distribution of the system. For those systems with refractive index 

changing linearly with concentration, the concentration profiles were 

obtained and diffusion coefficients were calculated at different 

concentrations. 

'lhis optical method gave only fair reproducibility - the 

deviation arrong diffusivities.found for systems investigated varying 

fran 3 to 10 per cent - hCMever, it pennitted rapid analysis and on this 

basis is recarmended for situations where speed is essential and high 

accuracy is not required. 
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. 2 ~ · INl'RODlCI'ION 

Diffusion has been defined as the process by which material at 

one part of a system is transported to another part by randan rnolecular 

notion, due to either thennal agitation or collisional impact. 

W:rile self diffusion is a special case where the diffusing 

particles are identical, rotary diffusion involves a rearrangement of 

anisotropic particles fran a state of preferred order to one of randan 

distribution. The rnost important node of diffusion, hCMever, is mutual 

diffusion where one cornpone:\t of a binary mixture diffuses into the 

other and vice versa. 

'!he first attempt to describe statistically the relationship 

between the randan molecular motion and diffusion f lCM was made by 

Einstein Cl) in his discussion of the BrCMnian notion.but fifty years 

earlier, Fick<2> had already established a phenanenological fonnulation 

of the diffusion process. 

Recognizing .that there is an analogy between the transfer of 

heat by conduction and diffusion of material, Fick adopted the equation 

for heat conduction, derived by Fourier(3) and stated that at constant 

pressure arrl temperature, the rate of transfer of material is proportional 

to the concentration gradient, namely: 

N = - D ac (2.1)ax 

where N is the rate of material transfer per unit area, ac is the 

ax 


concentration gradient at a particular time and D, presumed to be a 
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oonstant for a given system, is called the "diffusion coefficient" or 

diffusivity. 

In some cases, e.g. diffusion in dilute solutions, D can be 

considered as a constant while in others, it varies with ooncentration, 

particularly for liquid-phase diffusion. 

The theoretical and experlirental studies in diffusion helped to · 

develop successfully the kinetic theory of gases, the structural 

disooveries for solids and electrolytes; they are being used in formulating 

mass transfer processes as well as in the determination of particle size 

or rrolecular weight (4) •••~iven such a wide application of Fick' s first 

law, extensive research has been carried out to estimate and to measure 

the diffusion coefficient. 

Diffusion in binary gaseous systems has been thoroughly 

investigated and a number of serni-errpirical equations, based on experime:ital 

data, have been proposed and tried out successfully at moderate pressures 

and terrperatures. There are equations by Gilliland(S), Hirschfelder, 

Bird and Spotz (6), Slattery and Bird(7) for diffusivities in binary 

gaseous system. Sane of these equations agree reasonably well with 

experimental findings. On the other hand, for multicanponent mixtures, 

the equation of Stefan-Maxwe11(8) is the rrost widely used. 

For measuring gaseous diffusion coefficients, perhaps the rrost 

farrous method was the.one.developed by IDschmidt(9, lO)and later by 

Stefan(ll, 12, 13) which consisted of a tube divided in two halves by 

a stopcoCk. Gases were separately introduced into each half and . the 

diffusion started by opening the stopcqck to let the gases oontact with 

each other. Later, ObennayerC14) m::xlified this technique by replacing 
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the stopcock by two ground discs, rotating upon each other, each connected 

to one tube. Diffusion coefficients obtained by this Irethod appear~ to 

be very accurate, with a deviation of about 1 percent only. 

Diffusion in liquid systems has been given special attention 

because of the wide need of diffusion coefficients. Many theories have 

been developed to fonnulate rigourously the diffusion process in liquids. 

Am:>ng them, the most famous are those by Einst~(l) with a hydrodynamic 

developnent for dilute solutions, by Arnold ( 15) and Eyring (16) who applied 

the kinetic theory of gases to diffusion of liquids. La~, Crank and 

HartleyC17) used both therrrodynamic and hydrodynamic.considerations in 

their developrrent of a relation between the non-ideality of a system 

and its diffusion coefficients. Pynn and Fixman(l8} extended the 

hydrodynamic rrodel to concentrated systems 'While Olander, Gainer and 

Metzner(l8) applied Eyring's theory in the case of dilute solutions of 

high viscosity. Their technique has been used by Cussler and Lightfoot (18) 

to obtain an approximation of diffusion coefficients in systems. 

For eilg'ineering purposes, several correlations have been proposed 

to estimate diffusion coefficients in dilute solutions. Am:>ng them, 

the Wilke and ChangC19) correlation was obtained from data for 285 points 

arcong 251 solute-solvent systems and appeared to agree well with 

experimental values. Othmer and Thakar(20) offered another correlation 

by canbining Eyring's theory with the Clausius-Claperon equation. Since 

this correlation has not been thoroughly tested, its validity remains 

unknCM.n. Diffusivities of electrolytes at infinite dilution can be 

predicted very accurately by Nemst's equation(21) 'While at concentrations 

other than zero, the equation of GordonC22) is reccmnended. 
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Since no adequately accurate and broadly applicable theo:r:y or 
at hi9h..z.r c:.ortcentr-ation. 

correlation for the prediction of liquid diffusion"exist, experimental 

techniques have been the main source of diffusion data. Considerable 

effort and ingenuity has been spent in devising techniques in which 

variations in concentration, distance, and tirne can be observed and used 

in the calculation of the diffusivity fran various fonns of diffusion 

equations. 

In self diffusion experiirents, radioactive isotopes have been 

extensively used while mutual diffusion measurerrents have been carried 

out by a large number of techniques, ranging fran a simple diaphragm 

cell to a sophisticated laser interferareter. 

It has been widely agreed that the best combination of simplicity 

and accuracy is perhaps the method using a diaphragm cell, first 

introduced by Northrop and Anson{23). In this procedure, the diffusion 

process takes place through a porous diaphragm connecting two cells in 

which the respective liquid concentrations are maintained unifonn. 

Convection currents which often occur in large diffusion cells are 

eliminated because the interfacial areas between 2 liquids are greatly 

reduced. The diffusivity obtained here represents the integral value 

of diffusivities in the range of concentrations involved. Though 

widely used, the diaphragm cell saretirnes gives serious differences 

· · among data obtained by various investigators. One of the main source 

of error perhaps lies in the fact that entrapped air or vapor in the 

porous diaphragm might change the effective diffusion section to a 

great extent. Furthennore, besides being time consuming, this method 

also requires that concentrations of solutions interdiffusing must be 
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small thus renderi.ng the analysis of final solutions inaccurate. 

In addition to the diaphragm cell, other devices have been 

developed such as the capillary cell, the segmented cell, the radioactive 

cell but so far, the nost accurate techniques are the optical cells in 

which sharp, initial boundary is easy to obtain, changes of concentration 

with distance and tirre can be recorded at any tirre throughout the experirnent. 

One of the earliest investigators in this optical field was 

Gouy(24) who considered the use of refractive index measurerrents in 

diffusivity detennination but WienerC25) was the first to be credited 

with the mathematical fonnulation of optical diffusion experiments. He 

developed the equation for the curvature of a light beam passing through 

a diffusing medium. In Wiener's experiment, curves of refractive index 

gradient were photographed on a 45° axis and converted to concentration 

gradient ·curves. Later, Thovert (26) modified this method by photographing 

Wiener's refractive curve through a cylindrical lens. In this way, 

curves of concentration gradient were obtained directly in rectangular 

co-ordinates. With non volatile liquids, another optical method has 

been used with excellent results: the interferometric method, first 

presented in 1947 by Kegeles and GostingC27) along with the experimental 

test of the metho:l of Longsworth (28). This method was later used by 

CoulsonC29), RobinsonC30) and :rrore recently, by Nishijirna and OsterC31) 

and SecorC32). 
method 

Although very sinple and accurate, the interferaretric"has at 

least one disadvantage: the temperature of solutions interdiffusing 

cannot be controlled easily. 'lb overcane this difficulty, Iarrrn(33) 

proposed his well known "scale metho:l" in which displacerrents of the 

http:renderi.ng
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marks on a uniformly graduated scale placed between a light source and 

a diffusion cell were pho~aphed and converted into a concentration 

gradient curve. In 1964, Sato and co-worker (34) rrodified this rrethod 

by -putting another screen on the image to make appear a troire pattern 

of the refractive index curve. Diffusion coefficients obtained by 

Sato were often higher than those found by other inyestigators. The 

reason of this is that in his experiments, the two solutions inte.rdiffusing 

were put into contact with each.9ther by pushing the heavier one in 

under the other solution, thus sooe convection occurred between the 2 

phases at the beginning of the diffusion process. It was the purpose 

of this project to adopt Sato's rrethod but using an irrproved cell to 

obtain accurate diffusion coefficients of binary liquid systems. 

•. 
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3. THEORY 

3.1 Derivation of Fick's Second Law 

I.et us consider an isothennal, free, .uni~ecti.onal dj ffusion 

. process between two species A and B along a certain direction x. 

3.1.1 	 Systems with no volmre change on mixing 


According to Fick's first law, we have, for the species A 


(3.1.1) 
ax 

where 	NA is the molar flux of A in the x direction 

CA is its concentration 

x is the distance fran the boundary, in the diffusion direction 

D is the mutual diffusion coefficient between A and B, at the 

temperature of experiment.
, 	 , 

In the absence of chemical reaction between A and B, a balance 

of material gives us: 

(3.1.2) 


Which, canbined with (3.1.1), leads to Fick's second law: 

ac 
(D A (3.1. 3) 

ax 

For dilute solutions, D can be reasonably taken as a constant 

but in general, it varies with concentration. 
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Boltzmann(35) sho.ved that if c is a function of (x/lt), as is 

usually the case, with certain special boundary conditions D can be 

derived fran (3.1.3) as fella.vs: 

_x
I.et n -. If 

We have: 

acA 
ax 

= 1-
If 

deA 
dn 

a 
ax 

ac 
(D2)

ax 
= a 

ax 
( £... 

de A 

If dn > 

a 
ax 

ac 
(D 2> 

ax 
= 1 

t 
d 
dn 

(. D dcA ) 

dn 
(3.1.4) 

and: 

x (3.1.5)-3 
2

2t 
With these relations, Fick's second law becomes: 

2t 


or: 


de 

(D~ (3.1.6)

dn 

which is an ordinary differential equation between c and n. 

The above transformatioq. can be used when diffusion takes place 

in_ infinite media, provided that the concentration is originally constant 

in the region x < 0 and x > 0 

x 
3 

2 

de 
(D 2)

dn 

http:fella.vs
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Thus if: 

cA=c0 forx<O andt=O 

and: 

cA = for x > 0 and t = Oc1 

the following new ooundary condition result: 

An integration of equation (3.1.6) fran cA = c0 to cA =·cA gives: 

f CA· ndcA = - 2 [ D ddcnA] ccOA (3.1. 7) 
co 

Since 
= O, 

We have finally: 

(3.1.8) 


Replacing .n by~ , the above relation becanes: 
IE 

1 dx 
(3.1.9)D(cA) = - 2t dcA 

According to these equations, the diffusion coefficient can be 

calculated as a function of concentration once the concentration profile 

is available. 
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dcA
Since D_ = 0 too, f ran (3.1. 7) we have: 

dn c1 

cl c1 
f ndcA = f xdcA = 0 (3.1.10)

co co 

To satisfy the ooundary conditions, the origin of the x-axis 

must be detennined by (3.1.10). 

3.1.2 Systems with Volume Change on Mixin5J 

The interdiffusion.of two. ccrnponents forming a system which 

displays volurre.change on mixing has been considered by PragerC36) and 

later investigated by Takamatsu and co-workers(37) with experiments done 

on the m:!thanol-water system. 

In the ·case of systems with volume change on mixing, the molar 

flux of each ccrnponent can be expressed as following: 

(3.1.11) 


(3.1.12) 


where 1JA.and PB are the intrinsic diffusion coefficients of A and B and 

xA, xB, their mole fractions. 

If v is the velocity of the bulk flow'· assumed to be in the 

x-direqtion and dependent on x and t only, we have: 

. acA 
NA = -'!>A + v CA (3.1.13) 

ax 

(3.1.14) 


let VA and VB be the partial molal volumes of A and B. Since 

only Aand B present, at constant pressure and temperature we have: 

http:interdiffusion.of
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(3.1.15) 

'!he definition of a new diffusion coefficient for the diffusion 

process with volume change on mixing by: 

D = 'f) A VB cB + j)B VAc A (3.1.16) 

and (3.1.15) can be canbined to transfonn equations (3.1.11) and 

(3.1.12) to: 

and: 

(3.1.18) 

where: 

(3.1.19) 

Details of these transfonnations can be found in the Appendix I. 

With the sane boundary conditions as in the first case (i.e. 

c = c0 for x < 0, t = 0; c = c 1 for x > 0, t = 0) , the Bol tzmarm 

variable n =~ 
rt 

can be used here to give: 

CA CA . CA 
c~ ndcA - cA c6 g (cA) ( c~ .ndcA) dcA 

(3.1.20) 

'!he equation for the detennination of the x-origin in this case 

is: 

(3.1.21) 
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It should be noted here that in absence of volume change on 

mixing, g(cA) = 0 and equations (3.1.20) and (3.1.21) reduced to equations 

(3.1.8) and 	 (3.1.10). 

3.2 Relation Between the r.bire Curve and Concentration Gradient 

3.2.1 Deflection of a Light Beam Passing Through a Diffusion Cell 

The application of optics in diffusion experiments, especially, 

the observation of deflection of a light beam passing through a medium 

of varying refractive index, has been treated by Stefan(38), WienerC25) 

and later, by MUnter (39) and Lamn(40). The sirr\plest mathematical 

developrrents can be surnnarized as foll~s ( 41) • 

Considering a 1I10nochrornatic light beam falling perpendicularly 

upon a medium assumed to be fonned by a number of thin layers, each of 

height b.x., the refractive index n increasing by tin when we pass from one 

layer to. another, we will have the situation ·as shown by Figure 1. 

The deflection of the light beam when it passes fran one layer 

to the next one is given by the law of refraction: 

Sin w = n +tin (3.2.1) 
. -Sin(w+tiw) n 

If t:,.x is small enough, we have: 

Sin w 
Sinw + 6wcosw 

,..., 
,.._ 

n + 6n 
n (3.2.2) 

or: 

- (cotan $) 	 6$ -"' t:,.n (3.2.3)-
n 

If y is the 	direction of the light beam, fran Fig. 1, we have: 

tJ.x = 6y cotan w (3.2.4) 
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And from (3.2.3) and (3.2.4): 

61P ,_ 
6y - -

6n 
rube 

(3.2.5) 

On the other hand, the radius of curvature of the deflected 

light is: 

p = 1 
QUcry 

(3.2.6) 

When 6y is very small, we have: 

. n 
p ~ dii7&c (3.2.7) 

This is the relation between the radius of curvature of a 

deflected light beam, the refractive index and the refractive index 

gradient. 

I.et us nCM see hCM the above relation can be applied in 

diffusion measurerrents. 

Considering a diffusion cell which consists of two thin, 

transparent glass plates S1 1 S2 and which contains a medium of continuously 

changing refractive index (Fig. 1). 

If a is the_ width of the cell, bis the distance fran it to a 

screen where a deflection z of the original light beam is recorded, we 

shall have (for a«b) : 

(3.2.8) 

02: angle of deflection of the light beam when it emerges from 

the cell. 

If n.. is the refractive index of the medium surrounding the 

diffusion cell, we have: 

(3.2.9) 

.with av as the incident angle of the light beam on surface s2. 
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82 ........ 
. .... .... .......... .... _ 

a b 
y 

z 

Figure 1 


Ceflection of a light beam passing through a rredium of 
continmusly varying refractive index 
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Moreov~, 

(3.2.9) 


fran the definition of the radius of curvature of the deflected light 

beam. 

'!he three previous expressions can be ccmbined to give: 

. nab (3.2·.10) 
z~~ 

Replacing p by ..;. · n , \<Ve obtain: 
Clri7dx 

z ~-ab ·dn (3.2.11)nrax 
or, in absolute value, 

z- abdn (3.2.12) 
--~n' ax 

'Ibis is the expression of the deflection of the light beam in 

tenns of the width of the cell, the distance fran the cell to the screen 

where the deflection is recorded and the refractive index gradient. 

3.2.2 Height of the Moir~ Curve and Concentration Gradient 

In Fig. 2a, (A) is a glass grating screen with parallel, 

equidistant lines; (B) is a diffusion cell where the refractive index 

gradient exists in the vertical direction only. 'lll~ lines on (A) are 

put ~dicular to the direction of diffusion in (B) • 

When a parallel light beam is directed through the screen and 

the cell, an image (C) of (A) which can be observed in front of the 

oell, consists of a series 9f parallel but non-unifonnly spaced lines. 

'lhe displacement of any line frcm (A) to (C) is given by equation (3.1.12) 

if (C) is far enough frcm (B). If the displacements of the lines are 

plotted against the position of the original lines, the refractive index 
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gradient curve will be obtained. 'Ihis method is the well-knavn Lamn 

scale method (39). 

Sato and Miyarroto have shavn.(42) that if another screen (D), 

the same as (A), is placed upon (C) so that the lines of (D) make a 

small angle with those of (C), moire curves (43) will appear: it is 

the refractive index curve, same as the curve obtained by Lannn's 

scale method but can be observed directly. 

'!he 	gearetry of the m::>ir~ curves can be explained as follows: 

In Fig. 2b, (A) and (D) - two screens with parallel lines spaced 

at a distance d - make a small angle cf> between them. The image (C) of 

(A) is represented by the dash lines. 

When the concentration of the medium inside the diffusion cell 

is unifonn (i.e. no mutual diffusion), straight lines like 11' 12 1 will 

oot be straight. They bend because the images of lines on (A) are not 

unifonnly spaced. 

I.et us consider a point P on 11. Because of the deflection of 

the light beam passing through the screen (A) and the cell, a line on 

(A) passing through P will have an image on (C) a line passing through 

P"' .. I.et zbe the vertical distance between these two lines. 

If: 

PP"' = u, 

we have: 

z (3.2.13) 
u = Sincf> 

but 	according to (3.2.12), 

Z = 	 abdn 

i1' dX 
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'lllus: 
, ab dn 

(3.2.14)u = rtsincp dx 

where a is the width of the cell, b is the distance fran the cell 

to (D). 

NcM if it is ass'l.med that the refractive index is a linear 

function of concentration, as is usually the case, we can write: 

n=no+kc (3.2.15) 

Where no is the refractive index of the solvent, k is a 


constant of pioportionality, and c is the concentration of the solute. 


Equation (3.2.14) and (3.2.15) can be canbined to give: 


(3.2.16) 


In a system where a, b, k and cp are fixed, we have: 

u = K de .(3.2.17) . dx 

Where K is anc>ther constant of proportionality, equal to 

abk 
~incp • 

At this point,· it can be stated that the height of_moir~ curves 

along the direction of the lines on (D) is proportional to the refractive 

index gradient. 

Equation (3.2.17) will be used to plot the concentration gradient 

curve {K de vs. x) to detennine the concentration profile and to 
cy ' 

calculate diffusion coefficients according to equations (3.1.8), (3.1.9) 

or (3.1.20), depending on the case. 
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Light beam -+ cl --------

(A) {B) (C) (D) 

Figure 2a 

Disposition of the diffusion cell and the screens 

(A). 

Figure 2b 

Relation bebveen height of rroir~ curves· and 
refractive index gradient 
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4. Eixperiments 

4.1 Apparatus 

4.1.1 	 The Diffusion Cell (Fig. 3a} 

The diffusion cell consists mainly of two parts: a Teflon block 

(I} reinforced by a stainless steel case and a stainless steel l:xxly (II}. 

The Teflon block (I} can be rroved horizontally in (II} by a lever (III}. 

A steel plate, placed on the top of (I} can be pressed downward by two 

bolts to keep the, Teflon block in tight contact with the steel l:xxly. 

Both sides of (II} are rrounted with optically flat glass plates, 

fixed by two screw-tightenMwindows. 'lb prevent water of the tenperature

controlled bath from leaking to the cell, rubber gaskets are placed 

between the windows and the main l:xxly and also, between the windows and 

the glass plates. 

The whole cell measures 12. 7 cm high, 8.3 cm wide and 2.5 cm 

thick. The test sections in the Teflon block (I} and the steel body (II} 

are both 2 an high and 1 an wide. 

4.1.2 Eixperirrental Setup 

The experirrental setup is shown in Fig. 3b. The diffusion cell 

is placed inside a two-window bath (a} which temperature is controlled 

by a thernostat (Haake unit} • Light beam, from a point source (b} 

(Sylvania concentrated arc larrp K25} cast through a collimator lens (c) 

becanes parallel and passes throµgh the windows of the wa~r bath and 

the diffusion cell. The image of the screen (d) (with horizontal, 

uniformly spaced lines}, _superimposed by the screen (e) appears on a 
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I: Teflon block 

II: 	 Stainless steel 

Body 


III: Lever II 

Figure 3a 


The Diffusion Cell 


Diffusion cell 

·~-~~ 
I 

;-------o----IDH----Ej}-
1	 1 

. b. . c d ef g 

a 

a: Temperature controlled bath; b: Light source; c: Lens; d: First screen; 
e: Second screen; f: Ground glass; g: Carrera 

Figure 3b 


Experimental setup 
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. ground glass (f) and is photographed by a Pentax canera .(g) (M:xlel Sl) 

equipped with a close up extension tube (No. 2) • The settings on the 

camera are: f 4 and ~ second with Isopan !SS film. 

4.1.3 Refractive Index Measurercents 

Refractive indexes of all systems investigated were measured as 


a function of concentration with a dippi.ng refractaneter (Bauch and Lcnb 


C.o.) at oontrolled temperatures (:!:, O.loC). 


4.2 Procedure 

At the beginning of the experiment, all parts of the diffusion 

cell are cleaned with.soap, chromic acid, rinsed with double-distilled 

water then, dried in air. After the cell is reasseinbled, the Teflon block 

is placed at position 1 - Fig. 4a. The heavier of the two solutions 

interdiffusing is then injected to the lower carparbrent and the other 

one, to t:pe upper part of the test section with a 5 cc hypodennic syringe. 

The cell is now placed inside the temperature oontrolled bath. 

To start the experiment, the Teflon block is slowly pushed to position 

2 - (Fig. 4a) by means of the lever. Both sides of the Teflon block 

are then filled up with the lighter solution to equalize the hydrodynamic 

pressures inside and outside the test section. 
' 

The timer is started when one half of the lower canpartment is 


overlapped by the upper one. Finally, the light source is turned on and 


photographs are taken at different times (e.g. every 10 minutes over 


5 hours for the sucrose-water system). 


After developing the film with D76 developer, the noire curves 


on the negative are magnified through a microfilm reader and traced out. 


http:dippi.ng
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Prior to the experiment itself, refractive irrlices of the system 

are measured at various concentrations to make sure that the relation 

between them is a linear one. 

4. 3 Method of calculation 

Suppose that from the picture, the curve in F'.ig. 4b is obtained, 

with u·as the.direction of the lines on the second screen (e). 

First of all, heights u (= KdcA) of the rroir~ curve are measured 
dx 

at different points on the x-axis and reoonstructed to give the 

ooncentration gradient curve (Fig. Sa). 

At the point M, the concentration of A is c1 (solvent side or 

solution of lcmer ooncentration) and at the point N, it is co ( solution 

of higher concentration) • 
de 

If we integrate the surface under the K..-.! vs. x curve fran 
. dx 

M to N, we have: 

.(4.3.1) 

At a certain value the x abscissa, we have: 

(4.3.2) 

DividinJ (4.3.2) by (4.3.1), the following relation is obtained: 

(4.3.3)s = 
s 

Thus if s and S are given by a numerical integration, we can . . 

de:tennine the concentration cA at any point along the x-axis. 

In the case of diffusion between a solvent and a solution of 

concentration c0, we have: 
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Position 1 Position 2 


Figure 4a 


Procedure 


x 

Figure 4b 

MJi~ curve and Concentration Gradient Profile 
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HM 

Figure Sa 

Integration of rroire curves 

c 

0 x 

Figure Sb 

Concentration Profile with corrected x-origin 

x 
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Hence: 

(4.3.4) 

Once the concentration profile of the system has been established 

Fick's second law is used to calculate the diffusion coefficient according 

to equation (3.1.8), (3.1.9) or (3.1.20). 

Since in Fick' s equations, x is in the direction of diffusion, 

i.e. fran a IrOre concentrated solution to a less concentrated solution, 

we plot the concentration profile as shCM.n by Fig. Sb. 

'lb find the origin of the x-axis, equation (3.1.10) or (3.1.21) 

.i~. used, with the help of the Fibonacci root searching technique. 

All the calculations involved in this project have been programred 

and run with an IIM 7040 computer. The programs can be found in the 

Appendix III. 

5•. Results 

Diffusion coefficients of 5 inorganic and organic systems have 

been measured - all at 25oC. The reason for this choice of temperature 

is that data of the investigated systems are all available at 2SoC, 

allar.ring a.carprrison of results and evaluatiOO: of the IrOue pattern 

·method. 

Refractive index data of the systans used were obtained first 

to check the linear dependence of refractive index on concentration. 

These data are shCM.n·in Fig. 6, 7, 8, 9,· and 10. 

As for the experiments themselves, four runs have been done for 

each system and two photographs of each run were analyzed to calculate 

diffusiVities. That is, 8 sets of results were obtained for each system. 

A regression analysis was then applied to find by the least square 
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:crethod, the polyncmi.al which best fits the experinental data of each 

system. 

In the f ollCMing table solution 1 and solution 2 represent the 

b.t'o solutions interdiffusing. The third column represents the 

original concentration of solution 2 according to which diffusivities 

-were· calculated, the original concentration of solution 1 being zero 

for all systems {pure solvent). These concentrations have been chosen 

since diffusion coefficients of the investigated systems are available 

at these concentrations, thus a canparison of results is possible. 

Solution 1 Solution 2 Concentration 
of 2 {groole/l) 

Water SUcrose o.soo 

Water Sodium Chloride 2.000 

Water Glycine 2.000 

Water Ethyl ACetate 0.608 

Carbon Tetrachloride Benzene 2.012 

The Boltzmarm assunption {c = f {x//E))was testec:'l in each case 

to make sure that the concentration profile for each system can be 

represented by a unique curve of c vs. x/IE • These curves are shown 

in Fig. 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15. 

http:polyncmi.al
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It should be here added that all the systems considered in this 

project were supposed to have no volume change on mixing, they \\ere 

considered to be nearly ideal because either they display no volume 

change or because the concentrations involved were small (ethyl acetate 

water, benzene-carbon tetrachloride systems). Thus, in the calculations 

equations (3.1.9) and {3.1.10) were used. 

Curves of diffusivities vs. concentrations are shown in Fig. 16, 

17, 18, 19 and 20. 

'lb test the method of calculation used here, a ccnputer program 

was prepared to predict the concentration profile from the expression of 

diffusion coefficient in function of concentration found for each system. 

In order to use Fick's second law: 

ac = a {D ac) 
at ax ax 

A MIMIC program {44) was used with the finite difference form of 

the above equation: 
2 

ac ~ ac + !_c 0 {c)
at= ax ax 2 

c - c 2 

[ i+l i-11 dD= 
2roc J de 

D {c) 

The effective length of the cell {3.0 cm) was divided into 16 

sections of 0.1875 cm each. Fifteen integrators were used in the MJMIC 

program. Results are shown on Figures 21, 22, 23, 24 and·2s. 
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6. DISCUSSION 

At first glance, the results obtained agreed reasonably with data 

found by other researchers. As for the reproducibility of the technique, 

a survey of diffusion coefficients measured for each system showed that 

the deviation arrong results of one system ranged from 3 to 10 percent, 

seldom over 10 percent. It was also noticed that the deviations are 

highest at the two extremes of the diffusion coefficient concentration 

curves. This was due.to the fact ~t the values of -u.are very small at 

the ends of the moire curve, thus when 1 is used in the calculation of 
i.(..

Dilli' a small deviation of -u. from the correct value can lead to a highly 

inaccurate DAB. 

It was observed that however tightly the Teflon block was 

pressed upon the steel body, there always existed a layer of liquid on 

the top of the lower solution due to leaking from the upper canparbrent 

to the lower one when the solutions were not brought into contact with 

each other. On the other hand, when the Teflon block was pushed to bring 

the test sections together, convection, however slight, occurred between 

the 2 phases. Although caripared with the whole process of diffusion 

these effects are not important, they contribute nonetheless to the overall 

error of the experiment. 

As for the time origin, it was taken as the rroment when half of 

the upper test section overlapped the lCMer one. Since the whole process 

of pushing the Teflon block to its proper position (when 2 sections are 

aligned) took only about half a minute, . compared with the time when 

photographs were taken (generally 40, 50 up to 200 minutes after the timer 
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was started), this way of taking the time origin cannot affect the results 

significantly. There is, however, a ~thod of correcting the ~ origin: 

if the distance x from the boundary is plotted against If for each 

concentration of a system, we would obtain a series of straight lines 

passing through the origin of the If - x coordinate system if the ~ 

origin is correct, assuming that the Boltzmann assurrption is valid 

(c = f (x//f)) <39>. By trial and error, we can easily detennine the 

correct t~ origin. Another way. of checking the Boltzmann relation is 

to plot the c;:oncentration as a function of x/rt. If the assurrption is 

valid, all points should lie on the same curve. 

. ,,
A major source of error is perhaps due to the tracing of rroire 

· curves from films through the microfilm reader. Since the lines of the 

graduated screens we used are not thin enough (100 lines per inch), when 

the film was magnified 10 t~s by the microfilm reader, the thickness 

of rroire curves was about 5 mm. Moreover, with the camera used in this 

project (an Ashahi Pentax rrodel S-1) 1 despite many trials by varying the 

camera settings, we were not able to get photographs with desired contrast. 

The moir~ curves thus obtained were not as distinct as they should be, 

especially in the region adjacent to the boundary on the side of the rrore 

concentrated solution. With these difficulties we were pleased to measure 

diffusivities with a deviation of less than 10 percent. It is believed 

that the temperature control was sufficiently good hence errors caused by 

fluctuations in temperature were negligible. However, if the optical 

system is refined an improved temperature control is also reccmnended. 

Before the exper~nts, solutions interdiffusing were held in a 

~rature controlled bath for 2 to 3 hours. During the diffusion process 
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itself, the temperature was again under control. Its fluctuations, if 

any, were less than O.lOc. 

All main sources of error having been discussed; each system 

investigated may be worth special considerations ncM. 

6.1 Sucrose - Water System 

For this system, the two solutions to diffuse were distilled water 

and a solution of 0. SN in sucrose. A solution of 1. ON was tried before 

but since the noire curves were too high (due to large change in concentra

tion} ' no results were obtained. This' havever' is not a d?-sadvantage of 

the method. Indeed, experiments can be done with .su.ccessive concentration 

ranges provided that the heights of noire curves do not exceed the width 

of the test sections and that the linear relation between refractive index 

and concentration holds up to the concentrations involved. For example, 

to find diffusivities of the water - sucrose system frcm zero 

concentration to 2.0N, we can do experiments with 0.0 - O.SN, O.SN 

l.ON, l.ON - l.SN and l.SN - 2.0N solutions. 

Data of the sucrose - water system were plotted in Fig. 16 to 

canpare with results found by SatoC34) and Irani and AdamsonC45). It can 

be seen that a fairly good agreement was obtained. 

6.2 Sodium Chloride - Water System 

The sodium chloride solution used here to diffuse into distilled 

water is of 2.0N concentration. Diffusion coefficients found for this 

system were shown in Fig. 17 to carpare with results obtained by StokesC46) 

and Sato (34} whose experiments were also done at 250c. A rather good 

agreement can be seen. 

An extrapolation of the diffusion coefficient - concentration 
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curve. gave diffusivity at infinite dilution of 1.08 x lo-5 aa.2/sec conpared 

with the value of 1.61 x lo-5 aa.2/sec predicted by the Nernst equation (21) • 

A calculation based on Nernst's equation was presented in the Appendix II. 

Diffusivities at concentrations other than zero can be detennined 

by Gordon's relationC22) or the general expressio~ given by Harned.(47). 

Both relations embodied the principle that the diffusion coefficient is 

proportional to the gradient of chemical potential. Due to the lack of 

themodynamic data, no calculated diffusivity as a function of concentra

tion was available in this report. 

It was observeaC4) that the diffusion of ions in electrolyte 

solutions is deperdent not only upon the conceritration gradient but also 

upon the maintenance of electroneutrality in the system. Ions of a 

diffusing electrolyte may have very different :rrobilities but every species 

migrate at the same rate since the interionic forces of attraction accelerate 

the slaver-rroving and retard the fast - rrovi.ng ones. In the presence of 

Other electrolytes, the nobilities of diffusin_:J ions will not be the sane 

as when they are not disturbed. ·It was also foundC48) that the diffusion 

of electrolytes may even be influenced by the presence of non-electrolytes. 

'!bus, care must be taken to assure that the presence of other substances 

in an electrolyte diffusion nedium is kept at a minimum level. 

6.3 Glycine - water ~stern 

Diffusivities of this system were shavn in Fig. 18 in cx:mparison 

with data obtained by Lyons and Thanas(49). Unfortunately, the concen

tration range covered by these researchers was relativelynarrCM and a 

canparison of diffusivities at concentrations higher than 0.6N was thus 

impossible. Nevertheless, it can be seen fran Fig. 18 that the ccmpared 

values differ as much as 25 percent. · Lyons and Thanas claimed that 

http:rrovi.ng
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diffusivities given by their experiments, based on the Go'uy interference 

nethod.(24) have a deviation of less than 0.1 percent. On the other hand, 

results of this work also appeared rather consistent. Moreover, in 

Lyons & Thanas experiments I the ooundary between the two phases was 

sharpened by sucking out sane liquid at the ooundary. This might cause 

sane disturbance in the diffusing system and hence the observe diffusivities 

are sarewhat higher than our results. 

Fran the definition of the diffusion coefficients, it can be 

stated that at infinite dilution, the self-diffusion coefficient is 

identical to the mutual diffusion coefficient. Thus, it is interesting 

to note that an extrapolation of the diffusion coefficient-concentration 

curves reported by Lyons & Thanas, this work and Wang's self diffusion 

experiments on the glycine - water systemC50) leads alnost to the same 

value of the diffusion coefficient at infinite dilution (0.95 x lo-5 an2f 

sec). 

6.4 Ethyl Acetate - Water sxstem 

'!he two solutions used here were distilled water,and a solution 

of 0.608N, in ethyl acetate which is about the 11'0St concentrated solution, 

in ethyl acetate possible at 25°C. Beyond this concentration, there will 

be phase separat;i_on. 

Diffusivities found for this system were sham in Fig. 19. Since 

no data of this system were available in the literature, the diffusion 

coefficient at infinite dilution obtained by extrapolation of the 

diffusivity - coefficient curve was used to carq::>are with values predicted 

by sane existing correlations. 
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According to Fig. 19, the diffusion coefficient at zero ethyl 

acetate concentration is 0.75 x lo-5 cm2/sec while the Othmer-Thakar 

correlation(20} gave a value of 0.97 x lo-5 cm2/sec and Wilke and Chang's 

correlation(l9} gave 1.04 x lo-5 cm2/sec. Sarrq;ile calculations with these 

correlations were presented in the Appendix II. 

6.5 Benzene - Carbon Tetrachloride System 

For this system, a solution of 2.012N in benzene was allaved to 

diffuse into pure carbon tetrachloride. Results were shCMn in Fig. 20. 

It can be seen that except in lav concentration range, the agreement 

between these data and those obtained by Caldwell and Babb(51} and Sato 

et al. (34} is not very good: our results are about 15% laver than the 

findings of these investigators. 

In the case of Sato's data, not only in this system but all the 

diffusivities found in this project are laver than his. This is perhaps 

because in his experiments, the laver solution was pushed into the cell 

under the other one, .the region between the two phases was thus submitted 

to convection before the diffusion process itself. 

Caldwell and Babb used a single-channel diffusion cell with a 

Mach-Zehnder interferaneter technique. They applied a boundary sharpening 

method by siphoning out sane of the liquid between the 2 diffusing solutions. 

This might also produce convection as in Sato's case. 

Calculations with the Wilke and Chang correlation gave a diffusivity 

at infinite dilution of 1.55 x lo-5 cm2/sec. An extrapolation. of the curve 

in Fig. 20 yielded 1.21 x lo-5 an2/sec for infinite dilution. 
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6.6 concentration profiles predicted by MIMIC 

Figures 21, 22, 23, 24 and 25 show that the experimental concen

tration profiles are very consistent with the profiles predicted by MIMIC 

fran the experimentally obtained expressions of diffusion coefficient as 

function of concentration. Thus, we are confident that the method of 

calculation used here is correct. 

6.7 @!lPe of D vs c curves 

looking back 9ver the results presented here, we will find that 

the C::urves of DAB vs cA generally exhibit a minimum. This is a charac

teristic of non-ideal solutions. Although we cannot predict at what concentratior 

the diffusion will be maximum or minimum, we are at least able to 

explain why such a minimum or maximum is possible. 

It has been widely agreed that no matter how the expression of 

.the diffusivity is derived, 
. 
be it fran Eyring' s kinetic 

.
theory, 

hydrodynamic approach or thentodynamic standpoint, we always have: <52> 

a ln yA
D _:.. r:AB - .,, (1 + )/µ (6.1) 

3 ln XA 

Where ; is a function of nolecular size, intennolecular forces, 

sha:Pe of the nolecule and temperature. The second tenn is a thernodynami.c 

tenn, indicated the departure of the solution fran ideality: 

. lna .. YA . 3 _l,.n YB 
l+-- = l+-- (6.2) 

a ln XA a ln ~ 
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YA'.yB: activity coefficients.of A, B 

µ is the viscosity of the solution. 

Thus, we can see from (6.1) that the way diffusivities vary 

depends on hav the last two telltlS change with concentration. 

It is interesting to note here that although the concentration 

ranges covered in this project are not ver:y large, the diffusivities at 

infinite dilution found by extrapolation are rather consistent with 

data fran other sources. These diffusivities can be used to deduce 

diffusivities in concentrated solutions. 

One of the sirrplest correlations has been derived from equation 

(6.1): 

= (6.3) 

where ~ is the diffusion coefficient at infinite dilution and µ0 is 

the viscosity of the solvent. 

It can be seen here that DAB is calculable at any concentration 

provided that ~ as well as viscosity and thennodynamic data of the 

system are available. 

Recently, VignesC53) studied diffusion data of 30 solid and liquid 

systems-and deduced the follCMing correlation: 

(6.4) 

It appeared from his-restilts that his correlation is ver:y accurate 

o 1n YA
and. the curves of log (D.ru/ (1 + )} vs. xA were all linear. 

a ln XA 

http:coefficients.of
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When the two diffusing species are ver:y similar, D~ =~and 
(6.4) simplifies to (6.3), except for the term µ0 /µ. Thus it might be 

reasonable to add the viscosities into (6.4) as follaving: 

.. q .ln YA (6.5)1 + )a 1n xµ A 
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND REX:n.'1MENDATIONS 

After analyzing the diffusivities found for 5 inorganic and 

organic systems, several interesting conclusions have been drawn: 

a. 	 It has been proved that this method offers a quick, sinple, 

efficient way of measuring diffusivities of liquid systems. 

b. 	 The results obtained fran this moir~ pattern technique are 

rather crude, with a deviation of about ± 10 percent. 

c. 	 The diffusivities at infinite dilution turned out to be 

very consistent with many other sources. Whenever thenro

dynamic data are available, these diffusivities can be used 

to check values at higher concentrations. 

a. 	 Wider concentration ranges should be covered in order to 

establish the dependence of diffusivity on concentration 

fran zero to 1.0 mole fraction, to test correlations like 

(6.3), (6.4) or (6.5) to find the best one. 
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To improve the accuracy of this technique, sane changes in 


apparatus and technique should be carried out: 


Firstly, since the major source of error corres from the tracing 

of rnoire lines through a microfilm reader, this tracing,should be avoided 

by using the photographs directly. Hc:Mever, such photographs must be 

clear, have good contrast, and the lines must be thin enough to reduce 

errors. In order to have all these, a high quality camera should be used 

along with rnore finely graduated screens. It is suggested that a Hasselblad 

SOOC is good enough. On the other hand, screens of about 1000 lines per , . 

inch are recorrnended. Of course, with these cameras and screens, a new 

light source, brighter than the presently used (a K25 Sylvania concentrated 

arc 1lamp) would be necessary. Whenever possible, an interference filter 

would be desirable to produce highly rnonochranatic light. The optical 

system could be further improved by using a finer ground glass and a 

higher quality lens to produce parallel light beam. 

As far as the diffusion cell is concerned, the present cell is 

reasonably good but when it is expected to be in use for a long time, the 

Teflon block should be replaced by one made of Delrin (suggested by 

Mr. L.J. Suggett of the Faculty of Engineering Machine Shop, McMaster 

University) since it does not subject to shrinking as much as Teflon. 

If the liquids interdiffusing are not very volatile, an alternative 

technique can be used to rreasure diffusivities rnore quickly and perhaps, 

rnore accurately than the rnoir~ pattern method. This technique, called 

·the microinterferorretric rrethod, has been used by Nishijirna and Oster (3l), 

Secor<32) and recently by Pa1:11(54) to rreasure diffusion coefficients for 

concentrated solutions, including sane polyrrer systems. Details of this 

method can be found in the above references. 
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To have a higher accuracy, it is suggested that: 1. a laser 

beam be used instead of the combination of a point source and a 

collimator lens; 2. the telrg?eratures of solutions interdiffusing should 

be controlled by containing them in two constant terrperature syringes 

placed besides the diffusion cell; 3. the ooncentration profile be 

fitted to a signoid equation CS-shaped curve) to avoid calculation errors 

due to integration and differentiation. 

A setup recarmended for this methcx:l is sh0tm in Fig. 26. 
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2 
1 

1 : gas laser; 2 : water filter; 3 : mirror 
4: diffusion cell; 5: microsrope; 6: camera ' 

Figure 26 


.Diffusion .Measurement by- Laser Interference 
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.8. m1ENCLATURE 

'·. 

a - thickness of the diffusion cell 

b distance from the diffusion cell to the screen where deflections 

of the light beam were measured 

c - concentration 

D - diffusion coefficient 

- intrinsic diffusion coefficient, defined by (3.1.11) and (3.1.12) 

g - function defined by {3.1.19) 

k - constant in equation (3.2.15) 

K - oonstant in equation {3.2.17) 

n - refractive index 

N - nolar flux in the x-direction 

s - area under the curve of u vs x from x 

s total area under the curve of u vs x 

t - diffusion time 

u - height of noire curve 

v - velocity of the bulk flow 

partial nolal volume 

= 0 to x = x (Fig. Sa) 

x - distance fran the boundary, in the direction of diffusion 

x (subscripted) rrolar fraction 

y - distance in the direction perpendicular to the direction of 

diffusion 
. . 

z - deflection of the light beam when emerging fran the diffusion 

cell 
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Greek Symbols 

y - activity coefficient 

µ - viscosity 

n - Boltzmann variable 

p - radius of curvature of the deviated light beam 

1/J - angle defined in Fig. 1 

e - - ibid 
1 

02 - - ibid 

$ - angle between the lines of the two screens (A) and (D) in Fig. 2b 

~ - constant in 0:I\]ation (6.1) 

Subscripts 

A - refers to one of the two diffusing species 

B - - ibid 

1 - refers to the solvent or the solution of lc::Mer concentration 

o - refers to the solution of higher concentration 

AB - refers to the diffusion of species A into species B 

Bl\. - refers to the ·diffus·ion of species B into species A 

~ - ~ - refers to the diffusion coefficient at infinite dilution 
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Appendix I 

Derivation·of the.Expression for Diffusivities when.there is Voluire 
· Change on Mixing . 

The diffusion equations for this case are: 

ac
N =-j) A (NA+~) (A.1.1)+ XA:A A ax 

. acB 
+x (A.1.2)(NA+ NB)~ = - DB ax B 

Where !>A and !>B are the intrinsic diffusion coefficients (55) 

of A and B. 

If v is the velocity of the bulk flow, assumed to be in the 

x-direction and to depend on x and t only, we have: 

acA 
(A.1.3)_NA = - j)A ax + vCA 

ac 
(A.1.4)N =-b _!+vea · B ax B 

Now if VA and VB are the partial nolal voluires of A and B, since 

in 1 unit of overall .voluire we have VACA voluire unit of A and VBC-a 

volune unit of B, 

(A.1.5) 

Which can be differentiated to give, at constant pressure.and 

temperature: 

(A.1.6) 

On the other hand, a material balance gives us: 

acA 
(A.l. 7)=-

at 
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.. aNB acB 
(A.1.8)=  -

ax at 

Fquations (A.1.1) and (A.1.2) becorre: 

acacA = a co· 2> ~ .L (vCA) CA.l. 9)
A ax ax 

at ax 

ac 
2=.L C!> 2) a (VC ) (A.1.10) 
ac 

B ax - ax Bat ax 

Inserting CA.1.5) and CA.1.6) in (A.1.10), we get: 

ac . v .ac (A.1.11)2=...;. L c!D ~~ - ~av 
vB at ax B v ax ax 

B a~ 
-v_ 

ax 

This, when added to CA.1.10) multiplied by VA gives: 

VB 

VA acA VA acA o = - L _~av+ v 
ax cbB v ax ) ax ax-VBB 

- acac VA av VA A
+_VA .L ct> --2!> -c ---v --A ax A - ax ax VB VB ax

VB 

or, after a sirrplification: 

cc'A VB + ('_ VA) av = - v a 
L3 ax B ax 

(A.1.12) 
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J:> acA -·. b .VA. acA·av= v ·a ( A -) - V.B .L ( . - -) (A.1.13)ax ·A ax ax ax Bv ax
B 

After a regrouping of the above relation, we have: 

v 
. av _ V- a ctJ _b > · acA · _ 0 acA a < A> 

- VB B -- ·u=JX - ,A ax· A B ax ax ax vB 

(A.1.14) 
to 

An integration of (A.1.14) from x = - co x = x gives: 

x = x x ac ) . 
f dv = f VA .L [ (fl -b ) 2 dx 

· A B ax x = - co ax-co 

1 


(A.1.15) 


2 
· ac 

Assuming that v and axA are zero at x = -co, we _have: 

v = 1 + 2 

where: ac x ac ·av 
i = v en _n > A - 1 cP -1> > 2 2 axA A B ax A B ax ax ·-co 

x ac av ac v av 
2 = 1 (OB_!_!-!> --2!..!!2> dx 

-co ax ax B ax v, ax 
B 

Hence: 

b tJ acA · x av v av acA 
v = V ( - ) - + f (-1'.>A __!:. + ·~ P __.!} dx

A A B ax -co ax . v B ax ax 
B 

(A.1.17) 
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av 
Replacing 2 by 

avA 
_ • 

avB 
- • 

acA 
_ we obtain: 

· ax av ac ax 
B A 

(A.1.18) 


(A.1.18) becanes: 

(A.1.19) 

Substituting (A.1.19) to (A.1.9), we get: 

ac 1J acA "' acA + 1x cB......! = L ( -) - L { c (VA \"""'A -PB) ~ 
at ax A ax ax A 0 x -co CA 

v c av ac 2 
(D +b ~ ~) ( B) ( A) ) } 

A B VB ~ acA ax dx (A.1.20) 

Or after a rearrangement: 

{!> - c v ci> -b > l acA
A A A A B axat ax 

x 
a · { c r (A.1.21) 

- ax A-co 
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By defining a new diffusion coefficient D: 

(A.1.22) 

We have: 

p - C V (1> - b ) = D (A.1.23)A 'A A A B 

and: 

(A.1.24) 

Thus (A.1.21) becares: 

· ac x 
(D ax A) - ~x { CA -~ 

(A.1.25) 

Similarly, 

ac x av ac 2acB _ a 
~-ax en 2> - L { S3 / D <2> c2> ax l 

ax ax -oo CA VB acA ax 

(A.1.26) 

By defining a function g (CA} such that: 

cc > = 1 avB . g 'A <-> ·, 
CA VB acA 
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the previous relations can be written as follows: 

ac · ac 
A - . a (D 2) + . a . . x .. acA 2 

at - ax ax ~ { CA ! D g (CA) (_) dx } (A.1.27) 
-oo . ax 

and: 

acB a<B x ac 2 
- 0 (D -) + !._ { c_ ! D g (C ). (. . A) dx } (A.1.28)at - ax ax ax -B A ...x 

-oo a 

x .
With a Boltzmann variable defined as n = ~and the following boundary 

.....t 

conditions: 

~ = C0 at x < O, t = O 

CA = Ci_ at x > 0, t = 0 

equation (A.1.27) can be transfonned to: 

dCA . dC Tl ac 2 
n - = - 2 ~ (D _!:_ ) - 2 d { C ! D g (CA) (2) dn }

dn dn dn Ori A -oo an 

(A.l.29) 

~ ac ~ 
Since D 2 = (D ~(~ = rt (D 2) = O at x = -oo or 

dn ax an ax 

00 ,n= - we have the following expression for the diffusion coefficient 

D, assuming that D of the second tenn on the right hand side of (A.1.29) 
- CA 

can be approximated by-1 dn ! ndCA (case of no volurre change on 
2 dCA C 

mixing): 
0 

(A.1.30) 
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Thus, diffusion coefficients of systems displayi.ng volurre change 

on mixing can be calculated through the same ways as in the case of 

systems without volurre change on mixing, provided that therrrodynarnic 

data, i.e. the g (CA) values are available. 

http:displayi.ng
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Appendix II 

F.stima.tion of Diffusivities at Infinite Dilution 

The two most famous correlations used to estimate diffusion 

coefficients in dilue solutions are the equations of Wilke and Ch.ang<19> 

and Othmer and Thakar(20). 

'!he Wilke-Cl:lang's equation is: 

D = 7.4 x lo-s T CxMlo.s (A.2.1)
0 

µ (V )0.6 
0 

where D0 is the diffusion coefficient at infinite dilution, 

an2/sec 

T is terrperature, °I< 

x'. is a solvent factor, given in (19), dimensionless 

M is molecular weight of the solvent 

µ is viscosity of the solvent, cp 

V0 is molal volume of the solute, given in (19), 

an3/g-mole 

The Othmer-Thakar's equation is: 

-5
D = 14.0 x 10 (A.2.2) 
o t'w(l.lI.sfiw) ~.6 µ~ 

where D is the diffusion coefficient at infinite dilution,0 

ari2/sec · 
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µ is viscosity of water, cp
w . : 

Lg is latent heat of vaporization of the solvent, 

cal/g-mole 

Iw is latent heat of vaporization of water, ca.l/g-mole 

Vm is molal volurce of the diffusing substance (solute), 

an3/g-mole 

~~ is viscosity of the solvent at 20°c, cp 

Follc:Mi.ng is a sununary of calculations for diffusivities at 

infinite dilution of the four non-electrolyte systems covered in this 

project. 
Diffusion coefficients at infinite dilution 

-s 2
(10 · an /sec) 

' 

~ilke 
System* I& Chang 

Othrrer 
&Thakar 

This work 
(~trapolated) 

.. 

!sucrose-Water 0.53 

Plycine-Water 1.21 

IEthyl Acetate-Water 1.04 

1Benzene-CC14 1.54 

·o.49 

1.12 
.. 

0.97 

0.90 

0.44 

0.95 

0.75 

1.21 

Table A. l Estimation of Diffusivities at Infiirite Dilution 

*In these calculations, the diffusion of the first substance to the 
second was considered. 

http:Follc:Mi.ng


I 

0Lsv0 or vm µsIwµwµ .T 
(°K)System* (Cp) (Cp)x M (an3/g-nole) (Cp)(Cal/g-nole) 

~ucrose-Water 298.16 2.6 18.02 0.894 340.4 0.894 560.0 1.000560.0 

82.6 0.894 560.0 560.0 1.000plycine-Water 298.16 2.6 18.02 0.894 

560.0298.16 2.6 18.02 0.894 103.6 0.894 560.0 1.000~yl Acetate-Water 

0.894 560.0 49.0 1.020298.16 0.7 153.84 0.955 96.0~zene-CC14 

Table A.l (continued) Estimation of Diffusivities at Infinite Dilution 

*In these calculations, the diffusion of the first substance to the second was considered. 

....,....,
• 
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Since NaCl is an electrolyte, the diffusion coefficient of 

the NaCl-H20 system was estimated according to Nernst's equationC21}. 

lo 1.0 10 z + z 
D0 = 8.931 x 10- T ( + -H + -) (A.2.3)

Ao z z
+ 

where D0 is the diffusivity of rrolecule at infinite dilution, 
2 . 

an /sec 

T is absolute temperature, °I< 

~ is cationic conductance at irifinite dilution, 

mhos/equivalent 

~ is anionic conductance at infinite dilution, 

mhos/equivalent 

A 0 =.l~ + l~ is electrolyte 'eonductance at infinite 

dilution, mhos/equivalent 

T is absolute terrperature, °K 

z+ is valence of cation 

z is valence of anion 

According to Robinson and Stokes<56), we have at 25°c, for 

Na.Cl diffusing in water: 

~ = 50.l 

0L = 76.35 

On the other hand, 

z = z = 1 
+ 

Thus, the diffusivity of the NaCl-H20 system at 25°c and 

infinite dilution is: 

D = 8.931 x 10-lO x 298.16 (50.l x 76.35) (1 + 1)
0 

50.1 x 76.35 1 x 1 
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o = 1.61 x 10-5 an2/sec
0 .. 

cx:npared with the value of LOB x 10-5 an2/sec found by 

extrapolation of the diffusion coefficient-concentration curve obtained 

in this project for the _NaCl -H2O system at 25°c. 
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Appendix III 

SCIIJ?uter Programs 

Program A - calculation of diffusion coefficients fran 

' I .noire curves. 

Program B - calculations of standard deviations, percent 

standard deviations of diffusion coefficients at 

different concentrations. Fitting the values of 

diffusion coefficient vs concentration into 

polynanials by the least square nethod to find the 

best fitted polynanial. 

Program C - Detennination of the concentration profile fran the 

expression D = D (C) found for each system, using 

MIMIC._ 
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c ---------
c PROGRAM A 
c ---------
c 
c 
c 
C PROGRAM TO CALCULATE DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS FROM MOIRE CURVE 
c 
c 
c NSYST •••••••• IS NUMBER OF SYSTEMS TO CALCULATE DIFFUSIVITIES 
c NPRoB •••••••• Is NUMBER OF RUNS IN EACH SYSTEM 
c TIT •••••••••• Is NAME OF SYSTEM 
c DA ••••••••••• rs DENSITY OF SOLUTE 
C DB•••••••••••IS DENSITY OF SOLVENT 
C AM•••••••••••IS MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF SOLUTE 
C BMe••••••••••IS MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF SOLVENT 
c xx ••••••••••• rs DISTANCE IN THE X-OIRECTION ON MAGNIFIED PICTURE ' 
C · CM 
C YY •••••••••• ~IS HEIGHT OF MAGNIFIED MOIRE CURVE , CM 
c xxc •••••••••• Is DISTANCE FROM BOUNDARY ' CM 
c YYc •••••••••• Is CORRECT HEIGHT OF MOIRE CURVE ' CM 
C CONC•••••••••IS CONCENTRATION OF THE DIFFUSING SPECIES CONSIDERED, 
C 
c 

GMOLE/L
co1 •••••••••• rs INITIAL CONCENTRATION ' GMOLE/L 

c T•••••••••••• rs DIFFUSION TIME ' SEC 
c XM ••••••••••• rs MAGNIFICATION FACTOR 
c N •••••••••••• rs THE NUMBER OF DATA POINTS. THE FIRST ONE IS xx=o.o 
c LIMIT •••••••• rs THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF SEARCHES 
C 8MANN •••••••• IS BOLTZMANN VARIABLE , CM/SEC**0.5 
C f••••••••••~·IS THE FIBONACCI NUMBER 
c 
c 

DIMENSION TIT(9),XX(60),yy(6Ql,coNC(60>,co(60l,AREA(60),DC<60l, 
1DERIVC6Ql,ACX(60),AXXC60l,~(25l,xxM(68l,cooc6ol,DCC(60>,coNCEN(60l 
1,DIFFCOC60>,xxC(60l,YYC(6Ql,BMANN(6Ql,FRMOLE(60) 

COMMON XX, CCNC, N, COl 
READ(5,3000lNSYST 
DO 7777 ISYST=l,NSYST 
READ(5,2999lTIT 
WRITE(6,200llTIT 
READ(5,2998lDA,DB,AM,BM 
WRITEC6,2000lDA,DB,AM,BM 
READ(5,2997lNOPROB 
NNN=O · 

777 READ (5,2996) co1, T, XM, N, LIMIT 
WRITE(6,1999lCOl,T,XM,N,LIMIT 
WRITE(7,1999lCOl,T,xM,N,LIMIT 
NNl = N-1 
NN2=N-2 
AREA(ll = a.a 
READ (5,2995) CXX(Il, YY(Il, I = l,Nl 
DO 301 I = 2,N 
XX<I>=XXCil*0.9763 
AREACI) = ((YY(Il+YY(J-1>l12.o>*(XX(I>-xxcr-1>> + AREA(I-1> 

301 CONTINUE · 
DO 302 I = l,N 
CONCCll = AREACll/AREA(Nl 
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COCI> = COl * CONC<I> 

302 CONTINUE 
c 
c 
C FIBONACCI SEARCH FOR LOCATING THE NEW ZERO POINT ON THE DIFFERENTIAL 
C DEFINE FIBONACCI SERIES UP TO FC25l 

F<l >=l.O 

F<2>=2.0 

DO 7 LLL=3,25 


7 FCLLL>=FCLLL-l>+FCLLL-2) 
C LIMIT DEFINES ACCURACY BY SPECIFYING NUMBER OF TIMES FIBONACCI 
C SEARCH IS CARRIED OUT 
C DEFINE SEARCH RANGE 

XO = XXCll 

XN = XXCN> 

YO=DARINTCXOl 

YN=DARINTCXN) 


C PLACEMENT OF FIRST CALCULATION 
C THIS ASSUMES THAT EPSILON/FCLIMIT> IS NEGLIGIBLE 

S=CXN-XOl*(FCLIMIT-ll/FCLIMIT>> 

Xl=XN-S 

X2=XO+S 

Yl=DARINTCXll 

Y2=DARINTCX2l 


C 	FIBONACCI SEARCH FOR ~INIMUM OF DARINT 
C INTERIOR CALCULATIONS ARE PLACED. SYMMETRICALLY 

LL=LIMIT-2 
DO 8 NOFIB=l,LL 
IFCY1.GE.Y2l GO TO 9 
XN=X2 
YN=Y2 
X2=Xl 
Y2=Yl 
XO=XO 
YO=YO 
Xl=XO+(XN-X2) 
Yl=DARINT(Xl) 
IFCX1.LT.X2) GO TO 8 
XXX = Xl 
YYY = Yl 
Xl=X2 
Yl=Y2 
X2 = XXX 
Y2 = YYY 
GO TO 8 

9 	 XO=Xl 

YO=Yl 

Xl=X2 

Yl=Y2 

XN=XN 

YN=YN 

X2=XN-CX1-X0) 

Y2=DARINTCX2l 

IFCXleLTeX2} GO TO 8 

XXX = Xl 

YYY = Yl . 

Xl=X2 

Yl=Y2 


http:IFCX1.LT.X2


X2 = XXX 83. 
Y2 = YYY 

8 CONTINUE 
C R IS THE MIDPOINT OF THE FINAL INTERVAL 

R=CXl+X2)/2.0 
DO 1113 I=ltN 
XXC CI ) =CR-XX C I ) l /XM 
BMANNCI>=XXCCI>!SORTCT) 
YYCCI>=YYCI)/XM 

1113 	CONTINUE 

WRITEC6tl998) 

WRITEC7tl998) 

WRITEC6tl997lCYYCI l,xxc1l,coc1l,xxcc1l,yycc1>,sMANNCl),J=l,Nl 

WRITE(7,1997)CYYCI>,xxc1l,cocr>,xxcc1l,yycc1l,BMANN<I>,I=l,Nl 

WRITEC6tl996)R 


c 
c 
C THE FOLLOWING SECTION CALCULATES THE INTEGRAL UNDER THE CURVE 
C OF CONCENTRATION VERSUS DISTANCE FOR VARIOUS DISTANCES. 
c 
C AREAl IS THE TOTAL AREA UNDER THE CURVE UP TO R. 
C AREAZ IS THE AREA ABOVE THE CURVE MINUS AREAl. 
C ACX IS A DIFFERENTIAL AREA. 
C AXX IS THE TOTAL AREA UNDER THE CURVE UP TO XX• 
c 
c 

ACXCl) = O.O 

AXX(l) = Q.O 

AREAl = o.o 

AREA2 = O.O 

DO 77 I = l,NNl 

IF CXXCI+ll.GT.Rl GO TO 78 

ACXCI+1l = (CONC(I+1>-coNCCil·l*(XXCI+1>-xxc1>>12.o 

RECT = CCONCCl+ll-CONCCill*CR-XXCl+lll 

AXXCl+ll = ACX(I+ll + RECT + AXX(ll 

AREAl = AXX CI+l l 

GO TO 77 


78 ACXCI+ll = CCONC<I+ll-CONCCill*0•5*CXXCI+ll+XXCil-2.0*Rl 

AREA2 = ACXCI+ll + AREA2 

AXXCl+ll = AREAl - AREA2 


77 CONTINUE 
c 
c 
C THIS SECTION CALCULATES THE DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT. 
c 
C DERIV IS THE DERIVATIVE OF THE CURVE. 
C DC IS THE DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT IN CM• SQUARED PER SECOND. 
c 
c 

DO 82 I=3,NN2 .. 
DERIVCI' = (-CONCCl+2'+8.0*CONC(l+l>-s.o*CONC(I-ll+CONCCI-2>>1c12. 
lP~<XXCI+ll-XXCilll 

DCCil = AXX<Il/(2.0*T*DERIVCil*XM*XMl 
82 CONTINUE 

c 
c 
C INTERPOLATION TO GET DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS AT FIXED INTERVALS OF 
C CONCENTRATION 

http:CXXCI+ll.GT.Rl
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c 
. DO 1110 I=3tNN2 

NJ=I-2. 

COOCNJ)=CO<I> 


1110 	DCCCNJl=DCCI> 
NN=N-4 

Il=l 

DO 1111 JK=l,9 

CONCENCJK>=COl/10.0*FLOATCJKl

FRMOLE<JKl=CONCENCJKl/CCONCENCJKl+(lOOO.O-CONCENCJKl*AM/DAl*DB/BMl 
DO 1112 II=IltNN 
IFCCONCEN<JKl.GT.COO<IIllGO TO 1112 
DIFFCOCJK)=DCCCII-ll+(DCC<IIl-DCC<II-ll)/(COO(II>-COOCII-1>>*<CONC 

lENCJK)-COOCII-lll 
Il=II+l 
GO TO 1111 

1112 CONTINUE 
1111 	CONTINUE 


WRITEC6tl995) 

WRITEC7,1995) 

WRITE(6'1994l CCONCEN<JI) ,FRMOLE(Jl l tDIFFCOCJI l ,JI=1,9l 
WRITE<7,1994lCCONCENCJI),FRMOLE(Jil,DIFFCOCJil,JI=lt9> 

c 
c 

·NNN 	 = NNN+l 
IFCNNN.LT.NOPROBl GO TO 777 

7777 CONTINUE 
3000 FORflc1A T(I 3 l 
2999 FOR~ATC9A5l 
2998 FORMATC2F6.3,tF6.2l 
2997 FORMATCI5l · 
2996 FORMAT<3Fl0.3,2I5l 
2995 FORMAT <2Fl0.2l 
2001 FORMATC1Hl,9A5////l 
2000 FORMATC5X,19HDENSITY OF SOLUTE =,F6.3,3X,20HDENSITY OF SOLVENT =, 

1F6.3//5Xtl8HMOL WT OF SOLUTE =,F7.2,3x,19HMOL WT OF SOLVENT =,F7.2 
1) 

1999 FORMAT(1Hlt5X,5HC01 =tF6e3t4H N ,3HT =,F9e2t6H SEC t4HXM =,F6e2t 
15H N =tI3t2X,7HLIMIT =,I3//l 

1998 FORMAT!8X,2HYY,sx,2Hxx,7x,2HCOt5Xt7HCOR. xx,3x,7HCOR. yy,3x,18HBOL 
lTZMANN VARIABLE/7X,4H((Ml,6X,4H(CMl,3x,9H(GMOLE/Ll,3x,4H(CMl,6X,4H 
lCCMlt5Xtl3H<CM/SEC**0•5l/l 

1997 FORMATClH ,5Fl0.3,6X,El0.3> 
1996 FORMATC1H0,4HR IS,F8.4l 
1995 FORMATC1Hlt5X,13HCONCENTRATION,3Xtl3HMOLE FRACTION,3Xt21HDIFFUSION 

1 COEFFICIENT/8X,9H(GMOLE/Ll,25x,11HCCM**2/SECl/l 
1994 	FOR~ATC5XtFl0.3,7x,F10.3,1ox,El0.3l 


STOP 

END 


c 
c 
c 
$IBFTC DARINT 

FUNCTION DARINT<RRl 
C FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM FOR CALCULATING THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE AREAS, 
C DARINT, ON EACH SIDE OF THE SELECTED ZERO POINT USING TRAPEZOIDAL RULE 

DIMENSION TITC9) ,xxC60) ,yy(60l ,coNC<60l ,co<60l ,AREA(6Ql ,DCC 60)' 
1DERIVC60l tACXC60l tl\XX(60l ,F(25l tXXM(60l ,COOC60l ,DCC(6Ql ,CONCEN(6Ql 

http:FOR~ATC5XtFl0.3,7x,F10.3,1ox,El0.3l
http:IS,F8.4l
http:FORMATC2F6.3,tF6.2l
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ltDIFFC0(60>,xxc<60),YYC(60),BMANN(60),FRMOLE(60) 


COMMON XX, CONC, N, COl 

C LOCATION OF RRIN PROPER INTERVAL ON XX(Il AXIS 


DO 1 I= l t N 

lf(XX(I>.GT.RRlGO TO 2 


1 	 CONTINUE 
2 I=I-1 


C CALCULATION OF SUBAREA BETWEEN XX<Ii AND RR 

C HR IS CURVE HEIGHT AT RR 


HR=CONC( I)+( RR-XX (I) )*(CON(( I+l >-CON(( I) ).f(XX( l+l l-xx (I)) 
·c CALCULATION OF AVERAGE HEIGHT, HAVGl, IN SUBINTERVAL AND SUBAREA, 
C SUBAl 


HAVGl = <HR+ CONC<I>>i2.o 

SUBAl = HAVGl*(RR-XX(I>l 

SAREA=O.O 

CAREA = o.o 


C 	CALCULATION OF AREA UNDER CURVE UP TO XX(I> AND AREA UP TORR,ARINTl 
NN= I-1 

IF(NN .EQ. 0) GO TO 4200 

DO 3 J=ltNN 

CAREA = <XX(J+.ll - XX(Jll*<CONC(J+ll + CONC(J))/2•0 


3 SAREA = SAREA + CAREA 

GO TO 4201 


4200 CAREA = o.o 

SAREA = O.O 


4201 ARINTl=SAREA+SUBAl 

C CALCULATION OF SUBAREA BETWEEN RRAND XX(l+ll, SUBA2 

C CONC!I> IS REPLACED BY ((01-CONC(I+l)l 


HR = CONC(N) - HR 

HAVG2= (HR+CONC!N >-CONC(I+lll/2.0 

SUBA2 = HAVG2*CXX(l+ll-RRl 

CAREA = O.O 

SAREA=C.O 


C CALCULATION OF AREA UNDER CURVE FROM RRTO XX(Nl 

IJ=T+l 

NN=N-1 

DO 4 J=IJtNN 

CAREA = <XX(J+ll-XX(J>l*(2.0*CONC(N >-CONC(J+ll-CONC(Jll/2•0 


4 	 SAREA = SAREA + CAREA 

ARINT2=SAREA+SUBA2 

DARINT=ABS<ARINT2-ARINTll 

RETURN 

END 


http:XX(J+.ll
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c 
c 
c 
c ---------
( 	 PROGRAM B 
c 	 ---------
( 

c 
c 
C CALCULATIONS OF MEAN DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTStSTANDARD DEVIATIONS 
C AND PERCENT OF STANDARD DEVIATIONS 
c 
c 
C ~DCe••••••••••••••IS MEAN DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT 
C SQDEV•••••••••••••IS SQUARE OF DEVIATION 
C STDDEV••••••••••••IS STANDARD DEVIATION 
c PCSTDv •••••••••••• Is PERCENT OF STANDARD DEVIATION 
C PCSTDVe•••••••••••IS PERCENT STANDARD DEVIATION (~EAN/STD DEV) 
c DCPOLY •••••••••••• rs VALUE OF DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT AFTER FITTING 
C DEVNEW••••••••••••IS STANDARD OF UEVIATION AFTER FITTING 
C PCDNEWe•••••••••••IS PERCENT STAN~ARU JEVIATION ~FT~k FITTI~G 
C ASUMPC••••••••••••IS TrlE AVERAGE OF PERCENT STD DEV 
c 
c 

DOUBLE PRECISION (0(10,lQ),D((lO,lo>,MDC(lQ),5QDEV<lo>,~TDDEV!lo>, 
1PtSTDV<10>,A(9l,coo<lUQ),DCC<l60>,AA(lQJ),poLY(8>,ocPOLY(8),5uMSQ( 
ll0),DEVNEW(l0),PCDNEW(lu),fRMOLE(l0,1Ul 

REAL ~DC 
READ(5,998)NPR08 
DO 1000 II=l,NPROB 
READ(5,996>A 
't!R IT E ( 6, 9 9 9 ) A 
WRITE(7,999lA 
RE AD ( 5 , 9 9 4 l ( ( C 0 ( I , J > , FR i1: 0 LE < I , J > , 0 C ( I , J > , I = 1 , 9 > , J = 1 , 8 ) 
SUMPC=O.O 
DO 2000 I.=l t 9 
MDCII>=O.O 
DO 3000 J=lt8 
~DC<I>=MDC!Il+DC(l,Jl 

3000 	COl'!T1 NUE 
MDC<I>=~DC(l)/8.0 
SQDEV ( I > ·= 0 • 0 

DO 4000 J=l,8 

SQDEV<I>=SUDEV(Il+(DC(I,JJ-MDC(I>J**2 


40v0 	CONTINUE 

STDDEV<I>=SORT(SQDEVCll/8.o> 

PCSTDV<I>=STDDEVCil/MDC!I>*lOO.O 

SU~PC=SUMPC+PCSTDV<I> 

2000 	CONTINUE 

ASUfv'.PC=SU~·,PC /9. 0 

\~RITE(6,997l 


.WRITE<7,997l 

~! RIT E < 6 , 9 9 5 ) ( CO < I '1 > , MDC ( I l , S T IJ Li E V ( I l , P C 5 T u V < I J d = 1 , 9 J 


~'! RIT E ( 7·, 9 9 5 l ( C 0 < I , 1 l , MDC ( I l ; STD DEV ( I l , PCS TDV ( I ) , I = 1 , 9 l 

WRITE<6t989lASUMPC 

WRITE(7,989)ASUMPC 


c 
c 
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C FITTING DIFFUSION COtFFICIENTS VS CONCENTRATIO~ TO A POLYNOMIAL 
C BY THE LEAST SQARE METH00 
c 

11=1 
DO 5100 I=lt9 

DO 5200 J=l,8 

COO<Il>=CO(I,J> 

DCC(ll>=DC<J,J) 

11=11+1 

52CO 	 CONTINUE 
5100 	CONTINUE 


N=72 

M=l 

DO 5600 Ml=ltB 

POLY(Ml>=o.o 


56UO 	 CONTINUE 
~QUO 	CALL DLESO<AA,POLYtCOO,DCC,M,NJ 


Ml=M+l 

WRITE<6t987> 

WRITE(6,993>POLY 

WRITE(7,993)POLY 

SUMPC=O.O 

DO 5300 I=l,9 

DCPOLY(I)=POLY(l) 

DQ 540C JK=2,Ml 

DCPOLY(l)=DCPOLY<I>+POLY<JKJ*CO(Itl)**<JK-lJ 


5400 	CONTINUE 

SUMSO<I>=o.n 

DO 5500 J=l,8 

SUMSQCI>=SUMSQCI>+CDC(I,JJ-DCPOLY(IJ)**2 


55GO 	 CONTINUE 

DEVNEWCI>=SQRT<SUMSQCI)/8.0l 

PCDNEWCI>=DEVNEW<I>/DCPOLYCI'*lOOeO 

SUMPC=SUMPC+PCDNEW<Il 


5300 	CONTINUE 

ASUMPC=SUMPC/9.0 

WRITEC6t99ll 

WRITE(7,991) 

WRITEC6t995) CCOCitl)tDCPOLYCI>,DEVNEWCil,PCDNEWCIJ,I=l,9l 

WRIT£(7,995)(CQ(J,1l,DCPOLYCIJ,DEVNEWCil,pCoNEWCl),J=l,9) 

W~ITE(6t989JASUMPC 
WRITE(7t989lASUMPC 

M=Ml 

IF(MeLT.B>GO TO 5000 


1000 CONTINUE 
998 FOR~AT<I5> 
996 FORMATC9A6l 
994 FORMAT~5XtF1~.3,7x,Fl0.3,lOX,El0.3) 
999 FOR~AT<1Hlt5Xt9A6///) 
997 FORMATC6Xt5HCONC.,4Xtl4HMEAN DIFF. co.,4x,1BHSTANOARJ DEVIATIONt4X 

ltJ7HPERCENT STD. DEV./) 
995·FOR~ATC1H ,Fl0.3,5X,El0.3,12X,El0.3,7X,Fl0.3) 
993 FORMAT< i0x,E12.s,1ox,E12.s> 
991 FORMAT( ///6X,5HCONC.,4X,14FlBEST FITTED DC,4X,18HSTANDARD DEVIATIO 

1N,4Xtl7HPERCENT STD. DEV./l 

989 FORMAT< /10Xt27HAVERAGE PERCENT STD. DEV. =,F1.2l 

987 FORMAT< //////15Xt23HPOLYNOMIAL COEFFICl~NTS/J 


STOP 

http:DEVNEWCI>=SQRT<SUMSQCI)/8.0l


c 
c 88. 
c 
c ---------
( PROGRAN C 
c ---------
( 

c 
c 
$EXECUTE MIMIC 
SOL0TIO~ OF THE UIFFUSION EQUATION WITH A DIFFUSIVITY DEPENDING ON 
CONCE.'.JTRAT I ON 
ur •••••••••••••••••••••• Is TlhE STEP SIZ~ 

DELX •••••••••••••••••••• rs DISTANCE STEP SIZE 
co1 ••••••••••••••••••••• IS rlIGHC:R CONCEi~Tl-<ATIGN 

c11 ••••••••••••••••••••• 1s LOWER CONCENTRATION 
AOtAl,A2,A3tP..4,/\5•••••••~RE CONSTANTS IN DIFFUSIVITY P8LY:\01·;lAL 
c 
c 

CONCDTtDELx,co1,c11,Ao,All 
CON (A 2 , A 3 , A Lf , A~ I 

CAVER EQLCCCCl+Cl?l/2.oi 
K EQLCl.O/D~LX/DELXl 
02Tl EQL(CC03-COl>•CC03-COlJ/4.0l 
02T2 EQLCC03-2.0*C02+C011 
02F EOLCAO+CAl+(A2+CA3+CA4+A5*C02J*C021*C02l*C02'*C021 
U2G EQLCAl+CA2+(A3+CA4+A5*~02l*C02'*C02l*C02> 
(02 INTCK*(02Tl*02G+02T2*02Fl,cc1> 
u3Tl EQL(.CC04-CU2l*CCG4-C0.2l/4.QJ 
03T2 EULCCLl4-2.0*C03+C02l 
03F EQL(AO+(Al+(A2+(A3+(A4+A5*CC31*C03l*C03>*C03l*CO~l 
C3G EQLCAl+CA2+CA3+(A4+A5*C03l*C03'*CO~J*C03l 
CJ3 INT(K*(03Tl*03G+~3T2*03Fl,COll 
04Tl EQL((CC:5-C03l*CC05-CG3l/4.0l 
04T2 EOLCCC5-2•0*C04+~03l 
\..i4F EQL(AJ+CAl+(A2+(A3+(A4+M5*C04l*C041*C04i*C04'*CC4' 
04G EQLCAl+(A2+(A3+(A4+h5*l04l*C041*C04l*C04l 
C04 INTCK*(04Tl*04G+04T2*04Fl,C01J 
C5Tl EQLCCC06-CC4l*(C06-C04l/4.Ql 
05T2 EQLCCC6-2.0*C05+C04i 
05F EQLCAJ+(Al+CA2+(A3+(A4+A5*C05l*C05l*C051*C05l*CC5' 
J5G EQLCAl+CA2+CA3+CA4+A5*C05l*C05'*C05l*C05' 
(05 INTCK*C05Tl*05G+05T2*05Fl,CCll 
06Tl EQL(CC07-C05'*CC07-C05l/4.0i 
C6T2 EQLCC07-2•0*C06+C05' 
06F EQLCA0+(Al+(A2+CA3+(A4+A5*C06i*C06l*C06l*CQ61*C06' 
06G. EQLCAl+CA2+(A3+CA4+A5*C06l*C06'*C06l*C06l 
C06 INTCK*C06Tl*06G+06T2*06Fl,CQ1) 
07Tl EQLCCC08-C06>*CC08-C~6l/4.0J 
07T2 EQLCC08-2•0*CD7+CC6l 
07F EQL(AU+CAl+(A2+(A3+(A4+A5*C07l*CC7i*C071*C07'*C07l 
07G EQLCAl+~A2+(A3+(A4+A5*C071*C07'*C071*C07i 
C07 INTCK*CC7Tl*07G+07T2*07Fl,COll 
08Tl EQLCCCC9-CO?i*(C09-C071/4.Qi 
G8T2 EQLCC09-2·G*C08+C07' 
Ci8F EQL(AJ+(Al+(A2~C~3+(A4+A5*COBl*COBl*COBi*C08'*C08i 
08G EQLCAl+CA2+(A3+CA4+A5*COBi*CQBl*COB'*COB' 
CUB INT(K*CC8Tl*08G+08T2*08Fl,C1ll 

http:EQLCCCC9-CO?i*(C09-C071/4.Qi
http:EQLCCC08-C06>*CC08-C~6l/4.0J
http:EQL(CC07-C05'*CC07-C05l/4.0i
http:EQLCCC06-CC4l*(C06-C04l/4.Ql
http:EQL((CC:5-C03l*CC05-CG3l/4.0l
http:EQL(.CC04-CU2l*CCG4-C0.2l/4.QJ
http:EQL(CC03-COl>�CC03-COlJ/4.0l
http:EQLCCCCl+Cl?l/2.oi
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09Tl EQLCCC10-C08)*1Cl0-CJBJ/4.0l 
09T2 EQL(Cl0-2•0*C09+C08l 
09F EQLCAC+CAl+IA2+(A3+IA4+A5*C09l*C09l*C09l*C091*C09l 
09G EQLIAl+CA2+(A3+(A4+A5*C09'*C09'*C09l*C091 
(09- INTCK*(09Tl*J9G+S9T2*09Fl,CAVER' 
lOTl EQL(IC11-CC91*1Cll-C09l/4.0l 
lOT2 EQLICll-2eO*ClU+CU9l _ 
lOF EQL(A0+(Al+CA2+CA3+(A4+A5*ClOl*ClOl*ClOl*ClCJ*ClCI 
lOG EQL(Al+IA2+1A3+CA4+A5*ClCl*ClO'*ClO'*ClOJ 
ClO INTCK*ll0Tl*lCG+lOT2*lOFl,Cl7l 
llTl EQLl(Cl2-Cl0l*(Cl2-Cl01/4.0l 
11T2 EQL(Cl2-2·0*Cll+ClOl 
llF EQLCAO+CAl+(A2+CA3+(A4+A5*Cll'*Clll*Clll*Clll*Clll 
llG EQL(Al+IA2+(A3+CA4+A5*llll*Clll*Clll*Clll 
Cll INTCK*lllTl*llG+llT2*11Fl,Cl7l 
12Tl EQL(IC13-Clll*(Cl3-Clll/4.0l 
12T2 EQL(Cl3-2·0*Cl2+Clll 
12F EQL(A0+(Al+(A2+(A3+(A4+A5*Cl21*C12l*Cl21~c121*cl2' 
12G EQLCAl+(A2+CA3+(A4+A5*Cl2l*Cl2'*Cl2l*Cl21
Cl2 INTIK*ll2Tl*l2G+l2T2*12Fl ,Cl7l 
13Tl EQLCCC14-Cl2l*CC14-Cl2l/4.0l 
13T2 EQLCC14-2.0*Cl3+Cl2l 
13F EQL(AJ+CAl+IA2+(A3+CA4+A5*Cl3l*Cl3l*Cl3l*Cl3 1*Cl3' 
13G EQL(Al+CA2+(A3+(A~+A5*Cl3l*Cl3'*Cl3l*Cl3l 
(13 INTCK*(l3Tl*l3G+l3T2*13Fl,Cl7l 
14Tl EQL((Cl5-Cl3l*CC15-Cl31/4.0l 
14T2 EQL(Cl5-2•0*Cl4+Cl31 
14F -EQL(A0+(Al+(A2+(A3+(~4+A5*Cl4l*Cl4l*Cl4l*Cl41*Cl41 

14G EQL(Al+CA2+(~3+(A4+A5*Cl41*Cl4'*Cl4l*Cl4J 

Cl4 INTCK*ll4Tl*l4~+14T2*14FJ,Cl7l 

15Tl EQL((Cl6-Cl4l*IC16-Cl41/4.0l 
15T2 EQLIC16-2·0*Cl5+Cl4i 
15F EQLIAU+(Al+IA2+(A3+(A4+A5*Cl5l*Cl51*Cl5l*Cl51*Cl5l 
15G EQL(Al+IA2+(A3+(A4+A5*Cl5l*Cl5i*Cl5l*Cl5l 
Cl5 INTIK*(l5Tl*l5G+l5T2*15Fl,Cl7l 
16Tl EUL(IC17-Cl5l*(Cl7-Cl5i/4.0l 
l6T2 EQL(Cl7-2•0*Cl6+Cl5' 
16F EOLIAG+(Al+(A2+(A3+(A4+A5*Cl6i*Cl6l*Cl6l*Cl61*Cl6l 
16G EQL(Al+(A2+(A3+(A4+A5*Cl6l*Cl6'*Cl6i*Cl61 
Cl6 INT(K*(l6Tl*l6G+16T2*16FJ,Cl7l 

HDR(T,CJ7,C~8,(~9,ClO,Clll 

HDR 
our1r,co1,cus,c09,c1a,c111 

FIN(T,380J.0I 

END 


http:FIN(T,380J.0I
http:EUL(IC17-Cl5l*(Cl7-Cl5i/4.0l
http:EQL((Cl6-Cl4l*IC16-Cl41/4.0l
http:EQL((Cl5-Cl3l*CC15-Cl31/4.0l
http:EQLCCC14-Cl2l*CC14-Cl2l/4.0l
http:EQL(IC13-Clll*(Cl3-Clll/4.0l
http:EQLl(Cl2-Cl0l*(Cl2-Cl01/4.0l
http:EQL(IC11-CC91*1Cll-C09l/4.0l
http:EQLCCC10-C08)*1Cl0-CJBJ/4.0l


Appendix N 

Figure 27 

Sarcpl,e Picture - Sucrose-Water System @ 250c after 244 minutes of Diffusion 
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OOUATIONS EXPERIMENI'N.LY FOUND FOR DIFFUSICN COEFFICIENTS AS FUNCl'IOO OF (pNCENTRATIOO•

General Form: 

1 2 3 4 . 5D = a0 + a1c + a2c + a3c + a4c + a5c 
D = an.2/ sec 

C =gmole/l, ooncenti:ation.of "the first substance in the.following table. 

Value of Coef f ie:i.ents 
: 

System a2 a4a1 a3 as 

0.14244 x 10-2 

ao 
0.14273 x 10-2 -0.23642 x 10-20.33786 x 10-4 -0.37170x 10-30.44424 x lo-5sucrose-Water 

0.26287 x 10;._4 0.86971 x lo-4 -0.41758 x lo-4 0.72616 x lo-5-0.77257 x lo-40.10804 x 10-4NaCl-Water 

.. 
0.40335 x lo-3 -0.28200 x lo-30.28566 x lo-4 -0.18939 x lo-3 o.o0.75493 x lo-5EtAc-Water 

-0.78592 x lo-5 0.16902 x lo-5 

0.12140 x 10-4 

o.9sss0 x io-s -0.82456 x lo-5 0.12676 x lo-5 0.10214 x lo-4Glycine-Water 

-0.34567 x 10-S -0.15320 x 10-4 0.14067 x 10-40.48276 x io-4 -0.73211x10-6C6H6- CCL4 

Table A.2 

.~ . 	 \0 
I-'
• 

http:ooncenti:ation.of
http:EXPERIMENI'N.LY



